ABOUT KAMSTRUP
Kamstrup develops, produces and
sells smart metering solutions for
energy and water, from intelligent
meters and remote reading systems
to analytics and services. The customers are utilities, property managers
and other companies who depend
on reliable consumption data.
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A chance to walk
down new paths
ADVERTISEMENT
Emil Munksø Jørgensen’s story is a textbook example
of how Kamstrup hires newly graduated engineers.
He went from being an intern to student worker to
full-time employee.

And so he did; a few months before Emil graduated, Team
Kaizen’s Team Lead quit, and Emil was offered the position.
In January 2019, he was hired as a full-time employee and
ofﬁcially became Lead Developer and Team Lead.

The six-month internship was part of Emil’s studies in
Information and Communication Technology. After two
months in a software development team in Kamstrup’s
electricity department, he was headhunted for the
newly established Team Kaizen, which is Japanese for
continuous improvement. »It is a DevOps team – short for
development and operations – that works to improve the
software development process. We had to implement more
automatic processes and establish a new way of working
in order to enhance the quality of the software that our
developers deliver to our customers,« he explains.

»It was a bit scary to take on such a big responsibility, and
I had a lot to learn about management. But I am glad that
I got the chance to try my strength against it. It was very
big of Kamstrup to give me that title and responsibility.
It shows that they trust you,« the 24-year-old Bachelor of
Engineering says.

TRUSTED WITH BIG RESPONSIBILITY
Emil felt very welcome at Kamstrup where he was
appointed a mentor who showed him the ropes. When
the internship ended, he decided to stay on as a Student
Programmer to develop personally and professionally.

YOU CAN ALWAYS TURN IN A DIFFERENT DIRECTION
After seven months, Emil passed on the Team Lead baton to
focus on software development and architecture. »I realized
that I am more passionate about technology and creating
the best software solutions,« he says and concludes: »I am
glad that Kamstrup has allowed me to try out different
things and ﬁgure out what I want to do. They are very good
at opening new doors for you. And if you have gone down a
path that turns out to be wrong, you can always take a step
back and turn in a different direction.«

